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Commanding Your Morning
A reissue of a Pulitzer prize-winning classic, and now the major motion picture GETTYSBURG. As a result of these acclamations, this book is considered one of the
greatest novels written on the Civil War.
The Italian General Giulio Douhet reigns as one of the twentieth century’s foremost strategic air power theorists. As such scholars as Raymond Flugel have pointed
out, Douhet’s theories were crucial at a pivotal pre-World War II Army Air Force institution, the Air Corps Tactical School.
"The Prayer Warrior's Way" shows readers that God created people so He would have someone with whom He could communicate and share life.
DIVDIVBeat the devil at his own game and wage warfare with confidence!/div/div
The 5AM Club
The Prayer Warrior's Way
101 Weapons of Spiritual Warfare
First Entrepreneur
Command the Morning, Day and Night
Beyond Tuesday Morning

Command the Day is a morning prayer to guide and protect you for the day’s task ahead. You will be able to focus your time and
attention on seeking God's plan for each day of every month. This book is valuable for those that need peace, encouragement,
strength, protection, success, breakthrough, healing, Miracle etc for each day. You will discover reasons you need to command your
day and the benefits attached to it.Prayer in the morning gives you direction to where it needs to be, so you don’t miss your
target. When you wake up in the morning, your mental ability function at its peak, so prayers in the morning refresh and recharge
your soul. God will be happy with you when you look up to him for the day’s task ahead. Morning prayers are an opportunity to get
closer to God and thank him for his unquenchable love, blessings, breakthroughs healing etc.When you wake up in the morning to
pray to God, pray with confidence and keep your eyes open for his answers. In order words, do not be afraid when you are praying
to God especially in the morning. According to the Book Isaiah 41.10, the Lord says, “Fear not, for I am with you; be not
dismayed, for I am Your God; I will strengthen you, I will help you, I will uphold you with My righteous right hand”Be rest
assured that prayers in the morning lead God our Creator to guide and protect you throughout the day. He loves you and he wants
the best for you, so praying in the morning remind God of his promise to you.
This book will help me craft my future by teaching me to make declarations from God’s Word that will set in motion His plan for my
life and motivate me to believe good things from a good God so I can fulfill my destiny.
Helps develop the staying power and endurance to see the plans God has given people through to the end, and gives them the
character and confidence to find joy in even the toughest of struggles.
From New York Times bestselling author and astronaut Chris Hadfield comes this exceptional thriller and "exciting journey" into
the dark heart of the Cold War and the space race (Andy Weir, author of The Martian and Project Hail Mary). 1973: a final, topsecret mission to the Moon. Three astronauts in a tiny spaceship, a quarter million miles from home. A quarter million miles from
help. NASA is about to launch Apollo 18. While the mission has been billed as a scientific one, flight controller Kazimieras "Kaz"
Zemeckis knows there is a darker objective. Intelligence has discovered a secret Soviet space station spying on America, and
Apollo 18 may be the only chance to stop it. But even as Kaz races to keep the NASA crew one step ahead of their Russian rivals, a
deadly accident reveals that not everyone involved is quite who they were thought to be. With political stakes stretched to the
breaking point, the White House and the Kremlin can only watch as their astronauts collide on the lunar surface, far beyond the
reach of law or rescue. Full of the fascinating technical detail that fans of The Martian loved, and reminiscent of the thrilling
claustrophobia, twists, and tension of The Hunt for Red October, The Apollo Murders is a high-stakes thriller unlike any other.
Chris Hadfield captures the fierce G-forces of launch, the frozen loneliness of space, and the fear of holding on to the outside
of a spacecraft orbiting the Earth at 17,000 miles per hour as only someone who has experienced all of these things in real life
can. Strap in and count down for the ride of a lifetime. "Packed with cosmic action… Featuring undercover spies, scheming Russians
and psychopathic murderers, sometimes all at once, it teems with authoritative details." —The New York Times “Nail-biting . . . I
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couldn’t put it down.” —James Cameron, writer and director of Avatar and Titanic “Not to be missed.” —Frederick Forsyth, author of
The Day of the Jackal “An explosive thriller by a writer who has actually been to space . . . Strap in for the ride!” —Gregg
Hurwitz, author of Orphan X
The Greatest Beer Run Ever
Essential Tactics and Strategies for Spiritual Warfare
Your Spiritual Authority
The Apollo Murders
Women's Daily Declarations for Spiritual Warfare
Summary of Cindy Trimm's Commanding Your Morning
A very honest and open account of this couple's victory over barrenness, written with warmth and candour. A must read, not just for those waiting on God for a child but for anyone
desiring a breakthrough in any area.
Your Words Have Power DIVIf you want your life to change, it all starts with what you think and say. In her authoritative, declarative style, Cindy Trimm helps you achieve victory
over your circumstances through spoken declarations that activate God’s power.You will put meaning and purpose back into your life when you positively direct your thoughts,
words, and actions toward the realization of your goals. Begin each day by commanding your morning. As you do, know that whatever begins with God and His principles, has to end
right./div
Offers prayer, daily inspiration, and direction from God on engaging in spiritual warfare with evil.
Every month is peculiar and unique. So is the gate of every month, a midnight gate by western calendar system. The name of the month, numerical position and ordinal character in
the calendar system are very important in advanced spiritual warfare. "My times are in your hands O Lord!" Employ these qualities and characteristics to speak by apostolic decrees
to every month and the month shall yield you your portion. Every month of the western world calendar has spiritual characteristics pointing to a definitely idolatrous background and
origin. This is not without consequence when it comes to the battle for the control of time. Some spiritual powers are struggling to be in control of your time. They pretend they have
the time dedicated to themselves and can only release it for the use of man in exchange for worship. Command the Month@The Midnight Gate gives you the spiritual tools to take
back the control and administration of time that the adversary has arrogated to himself. Shall we war!!!
Power-Packed Declarations to Take Charge of Your Day
The Art of War for Spiritual Battle
The Killer Angels
Master Conversational Humor and Be Funny On Command - Think Quickly On Your Feet
Persevere Until Success Happens Through Prayer
A Novel of the Civil War
Successful dramatist Victor Dermott rents an isolated ranch-house in the Nevada Desert. For two months all is ideal, then one bright summer morning he
wakes to find his dog, his guns, his servant vanished - and the telephone dead. The terror has begun ... 'Agonising tension sustained throughout a firstrate story' Evening Standard
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER! Soon to be a major motion picture written and directed by Academy Award-winning director of Green Book,
Peter Farrelly. “Chickie takes us thousands of miles on a hilarious quest laced with sorrow, but never dull. You will laugh and cry, but you will not be
sorry that you read this rollicking story.”—Malachy McCourt A wildly entertaining, feel-good memoir of an Irish-American New Yorker and former U.S.
marine who embarked on a courageous, hare-brained scheme to deliver beer to his pals serving Vietnam in the late 1960s. One night in 1967, twenty-sixyear-old John Donohue—known as Chick—was out with friends, drinking in a New York City bar. The friends gathered there had lost loved ones in Vietnam.
Now, they watched as anti-war protesters turned on the troops themselves. One neighborhood patriot came up with an inspired—some would call it
insane—idea. Someone should sneak into Vietnam, track down their buddies there, give them messages of support from back home, and share a few laughs
over a can of beer. It would be the Greatest Beer Run Ever. But who’d be crazy enough to do it? One man was up for the challenge—a U. S. Marine Corps
veteran turned merchant mariner who wasn’t about to desert his buddies on the front lines when they needed him. Chick volunteered. A day later, he was
on a cargo ship headed to Vietnam, armed with Irish luck and a backpack full of alcohol. Landing in Qui Nho’n, Chick set off on an adventure that would
change his life forever—an odyssey that took him through a series of hilarious escapades and harrowing close calls, including the Tet Offensive. But
none of that mattered if he could bring some cheer to his pals and show them how much the folks back home appreciated them. This is the story of that
epic beer run, told in Chick’s own words and those of the men he visited in Vietnam.
In Commanding Your Morning Cindy Trimm helps readers achieve victory over their circumstances through spoken declarations that activate God’s power. The
Commanding Your Morning Daily Devotional makes that message even more practical by giving them daily teaching, scriptures, and declarations that will
empower them to start every day off right. Cindy writes in Commanding Your Morning that what begins with God has to end right. Anyone wanting a
successful day will benefit from this practical devotional.
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A description of General Eisenhower's wartime command, focusing on the general, his staff, and his superiors in London and Washington and contrasting
Allied and enemy command organizations.
A 60-Day Prayer Guide for Divine Breakthrough, Unlimited Successes, Deliverance and Release of Detained Blessings.
Unleash God's Power in Your Life—Every Day of the Year
Strange Enemies Strange Prayers
The I AM Discourses
The Art of Strategic Prayer and Spiritual Warfare
Commanding Your Morning

Get ready to experience the best 40 days of your life! The 40 Day Soul Fast: Your Journey To Authentic Living is an eight-week study of the life of the soul, the practice of fasting,
and the process of living more authentically. It is a transformational expedition that will lead you on an inward journey to greater health, happiness, and success as you learn to
live from the inside out—as we are told by Jesus in the book of Matthew: “Ignite the kingdom life within you, a fire within you . . . changing you from the inside out . . . make a
clean sweep of your lives” (Matthew 3:11). When all is well with the souls of humanity, all will be well in the world. When you have peace in your soul, you will bring that peace to
bear on the world around you—you will become the change you are hoping to see. Churches, organizations, small groups, and families are encouraged to travel together on this
40-day journey to greater mental, emotional, and spiritual health. If everyone who picks up this book takes it upon him or herself to encourage others to participate, we would
create an unstoppable movement! You may think that one healed soul cannot heal the world, but it can.Join the Soul Fast Movement by going to www.soulfast.com. There you
will find soul-empowering resources and tools to not only transform your life, but the world! The 40 Day Soul Fast promises to bring the best out of you so that you can impact
your world for good. Have the courage to follow your heart! Step out and engage with your authentic self—it will be the best 40 days of your life!
THE MYSTERY OF PRAYER There are various realms of prayer. When you get to an uncommon realm, your prayers will begin to obtain results in an amazing way. Prayer is
one of the deepest mysteries. God does not do anything without prayer. Prayer is what triggers the acts of God. God will not do anything except what is activated through prayer.
God also does everything in the life of humanity and the world through prayer. Prayer is therefore a catalyst that makes all things possible. , This book will give the principles to
follow if you want to get results through prayer.
In her authoritative, declarative style, Cindy Trimm helps you achieve victory over your circumstances through spoken declarations that activate God's power.
"Awaken to the fact that your thought and feeling in the past have built—created—the inharmony of your world today. Arise! I say, Arise! and walk with the Father—the “I
AM”—that you may be free from these limitations. Life, in all Its Activities everywhere manifest, is God in Action; and it is only through lack of the understanding of applied thought
and feeling that mankind is constantly interrupting the pure flow of that Perfect Essence of Life which would, without interference, naturally express Its Perfection everywhere."
Own Your Morning. Elevate Your Life.
None Shall Be Barren
Commanding Your Morning Daily Devotional
Devotions for Each Morning of the Year
40 Days to Discovering the Real You
Laugh Tactics
When you are faced with unrepentant and terribly wicked enemies, you need more than ordinary prayers to triumph. Strange enemies require strange prayers to put them in
check and subdue them. In this highly anointed, eye-opening and instructive book, Dr D. K. Olukoya, the globally acclaimed doyen of spiritual warfare and exploits through
prayer, reveals who strange enemies are, teaches an eclectic range of 'dangerous prayers' and proffers, chiefly, the Aggressive Prayers of the Psalmist as potent weapons to
counter their operations and overcome them, especially in these perilous times. The best weapon against an enemy is another enemy- strange prayers! As you apply the winning
principles in this book and pray the Holy Ghost-vomited prayer points, your strange enemies will give up and your challenges will tum to great testimonies.
In Your Spiritual Authority Capps focuses his teaching on the believers identity in Christ. Readers will learn that the name of Jesus gives believers authority in three worldsbeings
in earth, beings under the earth, and beings in heaven. God has restored the believers authority in the earth through the rebirth of the human spirit and has given back that which
Satan stole from Adam. This newly packaged version of this breakthrough teaching will unleash new life and faith in the lives of believers.
101 Weapons of Spiritual Warfare Never in the history of the world has there been an era of war, both physical and spiritual, like this era. This is a tougher era of warfare.More
people are under bondage now, more than in any other period of human history. There are cases of deep bondage, uncommon attacks against the family and horrendous
occurrences in the lives of individuals. The devil has wreaked a lot of havoc upon humanity. The bible has described in vivid terms that God is aware of the high spate of demonic
hostilities. Hence the Holy Spirit has released the prophetic revelations in this book in order to place us in good stead for a unique role in this end times. This manual is the first of
its kind. This is the apex of deliverance. We are the threshold of a revival of spiritual warfare. The sweeping and the far reaching effect shall be best described as awesome!
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Legendary leadership and elite performance expert Robin Sharma introduced The 5am Club concept over twenty years ago, based on a revolutionary morning routine that has
helped his clients maximize their productivity, activate their best health and bulletproof their serenity in this age of overwhelming complexity. Now, in this life-changing book,
handcrafted by the author over a rigorous four-year period, you will discover the early-rising habit that has helped so many accomplish epic results while upgrading their
happiness, helpfulness and feelings of aliveness. Through an enchanting—and often amusing—story about two struggling strangers who meet an eccentric tycoon who becomes
their secret mentor, The 5am Club will walk you through: How great geniuses, business titans and the world’s wisest people start their mornings to produce astonishing
achievements A little-known formula you can use instantly to wake up early feeling inspired, focused and flooded with a fiery drive to get the most out of each day A step-by-step
method to protect the quietest hours of daybreak so you have time for exercise, self-renewal and personal growth A neuroscience-based practice proven to help make it easy to
rise while most people are sleeping, giving you precious time for yourself to think, express your creativity and begin the day peacefully instead of being rushed “Insider-only”
tactics to defend your gifts, talents and dreams against digital distraction and trivial diversions so you enjoy fortune, influence and a magnificent impact on the world Part
manifesto for mastery, part playbook for genius-grade productivity and part companion for a life lived beautifully, The 5am Club is a work that will transform your life. Forever.
One Bright Summer Morning
The Attributes
Your Journey to Authentic Living
The Mystery of Prayer
Goodbye, Yesterday!

The world of business is a big battlefield. If you are a business owner, you know that everyday, business presents you with all sorts of battles. There are battles to create or stock desirable products or
provide quality services, battles for customers, battles with competitors and so on. In addition, you are human and as such you remain subject to all the battles every other human must face including
the daily battle for your safety and health as well as battles against powers of darkness amongst others. To be a victor in business and in life and to become prosperous according to God's will, you
need to master the spiritual tools that can help you achieve victory in all your daily battles. If this is your desire, “Command the Morning: 2015 Daily Prayer Manual for Business Owners” is a
unique book that can help you. This prayer manual was written to enable you fulfill your purpose and destiny on earth just like Jesus did, using the same instruments He used - prayers and
commands. This prayer manual also provides the essential bible passages, confessions, prayers and blessing with which to take complete charge of your day, thereby allowing you to achieve daily
victory in business and in life.
Do you have what it takes to succeed in any situation? According to a retired commander who ran training for Navy SEALs, true optimal performance goes beyond just skill. It’s all about THE
ATTRIBUTES. “Diviney’s incredible book explains why some people thrive—even when things get hard.”—Charles Duhigg, New York Times bestselling author of The Power of Habit During his
twenty years as a Navy officer and SEAL, Rich Diviney was intimately involved in a specialized SEAL selection process, which whittled a group of hundreds of extraordinary candidates down to a
handful of the most elite performers. Diviney was often surprised by which candidates washed out and which succeeded. Some could have all the right skills and still fail, while others he might have
initially dismissed would prove to be top performers. The seemingly objective criteria weren’t telling him what he most needed to know: Who would succeed in one of the world’s toughest military
assignments? It is similarly hard to predict success in the real world. It happens often enough that underdog students accomplish exceptional achievements while highly skilled, motivated employees
fail to meet expectations. Dark-horse companies pull away from the pack while dream teams flush with talent and capital go under. In working with and selecting top special operators for decades,
Diviney saw that beneath obvious skills are hidden drivers of performance, surprising core attributes—including cunning, adaptability, courage, even narcissism—that determine how resilient or
perseverant we are, how situationally aware and how conscientious. These attributes explain how we perform as individuals and as part of a team. The same methodology that Diviney used in the
military can be applied by anyone in their personal and professional lives, and understanding these attributes can allow readers and their teams to perform optimally, at any time, in any situation.
Diviney defines the core attributes in fresh and practical ways and shares stories from the military, business, sports, relationships, and even parenting to show how understanding your own attributes
and those of the people around you can create optimal performance in all areas of your life.
Please note: This is a companion version & not the original book. Sample Book Insights: #1 The power of the spoken word is beyond our understanding. It is a spiritual mystery that has been hidden
from us, but now it is being revealed so that God’s people can be equipped for an unprecedented era of influence. #2 The universe begins with words and thoughts. Everything in the universe
revolves around these two elements. Your thoughts, intentions, and aspirations – whether they be secretly pondered in your heart or openly declared as desires – mold and shape your personal
universe into something that is either grand and beautiful or base and hideous. #3 What you say matters greatly. Your thoughts provide the fuel for your words, and your words provide the fuel for
your world. It is important that you understand the meaning of what you are saying. #4 The law of cause and effect also works with the law of attraction. It states that like attracts like, and your
thoughts and words are transmitted like a shortwave radio signal. They send messages out on a specific frequency and are transmitted back to you manifested as an experience or occurrence in your
life.
This new book by best-selling author Cindy Trimm, The Art of War for Spiritual Battle will become the “go-to” manual for preparing Christians to have victory in today’s spiritual battles with the
enemy through strategic spiritual warfare and powerful intercessory prayer.
The Command of the Air
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Learning to Live Authentically
A Memoir of Friendship, Loyalty, and War
2015 Daily Prayer Manual for Business Owners
Understanding the Eight Prayer Watches
Unleash the Power of God in Your Life

The hope-filled sequel to the bestselling One Tuesday Morning. In this new novel by Karen Kingsbury, three years have passed since the terrorist attacks on New York City. Jamie
Bryan, widow of a firefighter who lost his life on that terrible day, has found meaning in her season of loss by volunteering at St. Paul’s, the memorial chapel across the street
from where the Twin Towers once stood. Here she meets a daily stream of people touched by the tragedy, including two men with whom she feels a connection. One is a
firefighter also changed by the attacks, the other a police officer from Los Angeles. But as Jamie gets to know the police officer, she is stunned to find out that he is the brother of
Eric Michaels, the man with the uncanny resemblance to Jamie’s husband, the man who lived with her for three months after September 11. Eric is the man she has vowed never
to see again. Certain she could not share even a friendship with his brother, Jamie shuts out the police officer and delves deeper into her work at St. Paul’s. Now it will take the
persistence of a tenacious man, the questions from her curious young daughter, and the words from her dead husband’s journal to move Jamie beyond one Tuesday morning.
“Jamie Bryan took her position at the far end of the Staten Island Ferry, pressed her body against the railing, eyes on the place where the Twin Towers once stood. She could face
it now, every day if she had to. The terrorist attacks had happened, the World Trade Center had collapsed, and the only man she’d ever loved had gone down with them. Late fall
was warmer than usual, and the breeze across the water washed over Jamie’s face. If she could do this, if she could make this journey three times a week while Sierra was in
school, then she could convince herself to get through another long, dark night. She could face the empty place in the bed beside her, face the longing for the man who had been
her best friend, the one she’d fallen for when she was only a girl.”
Get ready to experience the best 40 days of your life! 40 Days to Discovering the Real You: Learning to Live Authentically is an eight-week study of the life of the soul, the practice
of fasting, and the process of living more authentically. It is a transformational expedition that will lead you on an inward journey to greater health, happiness, and success as you
learn to live from the inside out—as we are told by Jesus in the book of Matthew: “Ignite the kingdom life within you, a fire within you . . . changing you from the inside out . . .
make a clean sweep of your lives” (Matthew 3:11). When all is well with the souls of humanity, all will be well in the world. When you have peace in your soul, you will bring that
peace to bear on the world around you—you will become the change you are hoping to see. Churches, organizations, small groups, and families are encouraged to travel together
on this 40-day journey to greater mental, emotional, and spiritual health. If everyone who picks up this book takes it upon him or herself to encourage others to participate, we
would create an unstoppable movement! You may think that one healed soul cannot heal the world, but it can.Join the Soul Fast Movement by going to www.soulfast.com. There
you will find soul-empowering resources and tools to not only transform your life, but the world! 40 Days to Discovering the Real You promises to bring the best out of you so that
you can impact your world for good. Have the courage to follow your heart! Step out and engage with your authentic self—it will be the best 40 days of your life!
Have you experienced failures in your personal life, academics, career, business, relationship etc? Then you don't have to lose hope. This prophetic prayer guide will enable you to
take charge of your daily affairs. It will empower you to deactivate the enemy's agenda and reinforce divine agenda over your day. The book will also equip you spiritually on step
by step procedure of commanding your day under the influence of the Holy Spirit. You will experience divine breakthrough, deliverance, unlimited victories and gain dominion
over wicked powers that is working against your destiny out of the atmosphere. If you master these principles in this book, the heavenlies will definitely work in harmony with
your destiny. When you must have succeeded with the day working very well for you and to your favor; ultimately, the weeks, months and years of your life time will become
blissful and amazingly good to you. Each minute of your day will bring forth its blessing and God's purpose will become highly fulfilled in your life in Jesus name...Amen Every
believer that wants to fulfill God's purpose and destiny should endeavor to have a copy of this prophetic book.
Prayer is an essential part of our daily life. Without prayer, we do not have the power to pursue God and carry out our divine destiny. Whenever we pray, there is a specific watch
or interval of time connected to it. Each prayer watch is a time for us to pray for our loved ones, our church, our government leaders, and for God's judgments and interception of
Satan's diabolical plans. In "Watch and Pray: Understanding the Eight Prayer Watches," you will learn the answers to the following questions: - Why is prayer important? - What is
a prayer watch? - What is a watchman? - What are the time intervals for each prayer watch? - What spiritual activities are involved during the eight prayer watches? This book also
provides journal pages for readers to record their prayer requests, Scripture references, and prayer results. "Watch and Pray: Understanding the Eight Prayer Watches" will
encourage your to pray and to see your life change and access all that God has for you in Christ Jesus.
101 Powerful Prophetic Prayers to Command Your Morning
How George Washington Built His--and the Nation's--Prosperity
Command the Morning
Have You Commanded Your Morning
Command The Day
PUSH
FROM THE BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF THE PRAYER WARRIOR'S WAY; THE ART OF WAR FOR SPIRITUAL BATTLE; HELLO, TOMORROW!; AND COMMANDING YOUR MORNING SELLING
MORE THAN ONE MILLION COPIES COMBINED. Your yesterday does not define your tomorrow. This book will set you free from the past, change the way you see yourself, and push you to pursue your
future and all that God has for you. Each of us is born with a seed of greatness, but in many of us, it never grows to maturity because we don't realize our full potential. We continue to live day-to-day based
on the failures, defeatist attitude, and purposelessness of the past rather than acknowledging that we were created for more. Using insights gained from the Book of Genesis, Goodbye, Yesterday! teaches
readers the 12 principles of faith they need to be set free from the past, change the way they see themselves, and move fully into all that God has for them to do and to be. It enables readers to renegotiate
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their future, redefine their destiny, reestablish their dominion in a world of chaos, and realize their full potential as God's representatives on the earth. This book will help readers move beyond the selfdefeating behaviors and mind-sets of the past and embrace the "awesome" person God designed them to be! Also Available in Spanish ISBN: 978-1-62999-271-6 OTHER BOOKS BY CINDY TRIMM: Hello,
Tomorrow! (2018) ISBN: 978-1629995496 The Rules of Engagement for Overcoming Your Past (2014) ISBN: 978-1621362333 'Til Heaven Invades Earth (2013) ISBN: 978-1621362906
In this book, Command the Morning, Day and Night, we were given biblical counsel on how to take charge of our morning, day and night to control our environments. Commanding your morning, day or night
is to exercise authority or giving command invested upon believers by God, to say what will stand without negotiation, compromise or prior agreement. Command create barriers to frustrate everything satanic
and wicked people do. Evil decrees or commands from agents of Satan can be reversed, but commands from God and his saints cannot be reserved without God's permission. Believers command can make
or unmake things, kill or give life. All creatures were created by God's command. Believers are authorized and empowered by God to imitate Him. There are 123 prayer points on this book that will guide us in
commanding our day, morning and night.
Your Breakthrough Is Only a PUSH Away Today’s world knows little about perseverance. This is why so few people become innovators, entrepreneurs, and world-changers. Success is bypassed, not due to a
lack of opportunity, but because we don’t know how to maximize the opportunities in front of us and PUSH - persevere until success happens. In her encouraging and dynamic style, Dr. Cindy Trimm inspires
you to go for it. It is one thing to read about the lives of great achievers—it is another thing to join their ranks. Learn how to: · Carry your dreams, visions, and goals “full term” and to complete fulfillment ·
Exercise the power of faith to overcome the impossible and release God’s supernatural purposes into your life · Resist the temptation to ‘cave’ under pressure and press on even when you don’t feel like it
anymore · Empower others to fulfill their divine destinies through co-laboring with them “If you dare to believe that God has something great in store for you to do, to accomplish, or to achieve, you must be
prepared to persevere in spite of your hardship, setbacks, and challenges in order to realize your dreams and accomplish your goals. This book is written to give you that extra push.” —Cindy Trimm
Exact phrases to develop your sense of humor, master witty remarks, make people laugh, and be funnier – even if you’re not naturally funny. Laugh Tactics is full of strategies that dissect, break down, and
analyze all of the types of humor that you’ll encounter in daily conversation – stuff you can really use with people you talk to. We’re not all trying to become standup comedians, and this isn’t a book about haha jokes with setups and punch lines. Learn to simply make a better impression on people, put them at ease, charm them, and make them smile with you. Learn witticisms, quips, retorts, comebacks, and
wisecracks without being cheesy or corny. Don’t worry if you feel like you’ve never understood humor or how to be funny. I’ve done the work for you and analyzed everyone from comedy writers to standup
comedians and given you step-by-step, complete guidance to use common joke structures in everyday situations. Adaptable to any premise, topic, or setting! Strategies to instantly be clever and witty and
sound like a world-class comedian. Patrick King is an internationally bestselling author and sought-after Social Skills and Conversation Coach. He teaches building rapport, and a major part of that is using
humor to connect with others – shared moments of laughter are incredible bonding moments, and you'll be able to create them without being "that guy/girl". What techniques will you learn to make people
laugh spontaneously? ·What makes an impactful comedic delivery and storytelling. ·How to use irony and sarcasm conversationally. ·How to create and build a banter chain with others. ·Injecting role play
into any situation. You will also learn the following: ·How to play on people’s expectations and sense of contrast. ·The art of misconstruing. ·Why relatability is so darn funny. ·The famous “comic triple.”
Learn To Use Your God-Given Rights To Live In Victory
The Supreme Command
Rules Of Engagement
Hello, Tomorrow!
Starting Your Day Right
Activating the 12 Laws of Boundary-defying Faith

Readers are invited to start the morning off right with #1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer's devotions for each day of the year.
Have You Commanded Your Morning?The reader will learn to establish the legal boundaries for his or her day in one of the most powerful declarative
prayer strategies early in the morning, and in the process, intercept Satan's nocturnal plots. The book includes a declaration for every day of the
week.
25 Hidden Drivers of Optimal Performance
The Transformational Power of Vision
Watch and Pray
When Kingdoms Clash
The 40 Day Soul Fast
Command the Month @ the Midnight Gate
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